Primed Straight & True. Guaranteed!

Clearly Better
UFP-Edge True is the premier exterior
wood trim product in the market! Each
trim board is finger-jointed, edge glued
and primed for superior stability and
long lasting performance. These boards
are knot free Clear, which offers the
ultimate in appearance. UFP-Edge True’s
first primer coat is an absorbing tannin
blocker, while the second coat is fortified
using a durable, non-blocking PPG acrylic
primer, which prepares the surface on
all sides for a superior finish.
Finger-jointed and edge-glued cedar
Every Edge True board is finger-jointed
and edge-glued with a high quality
exterior adhesive that binds the wood
during production. This process

enhances the board’s performance,
especially when a long run is desired.
With Edge True finger-jointed boards,
there’s no need to worry about
warping, cupping or twisting.
Naturally resistant
UFP-Edge True is made from all cedar,
which naturally resists rot and termites.
Fit and finish
Our Edge True boards feature a twosided (smooth/resawn) face and are
sanded between coats on the smooth
side to give you the best option for
your project.
Factory-applied coating
For its acrylic primer, UFP-Edge True
uses industry leading PPG MachineApplied Coatings® enhanced with
a mildewcide to help deter mildew.

These coatings are also ultra-low VOC
and Silica- and HAPs-free for smart,
eco-friendly consideration and are
applied in a controlled environment.
We’ll even apply a custom-color top
primer coat upon request.
Product options
Available in a full line of siding, pattern
and trim profiles: 2 x 4 – 2 x 12 (16 ft
and 20 ft lengths)
Controlled logistics
Milling, priming, packaging and
shipping all take place at our Thornton,
California, facility.
UFP-Edge True Clear: 25-year warranty
Since 1955, Universal Forest Products
has stood behind both its products
and customers. This warranty guards
against manufacturing defects that
cause rot, corrosion, delamination and
excessive swelling, and also protects
against peeling and flaking of the primer.

Features and Benefits of UFP-Edge True
Finger-jointed and primed cedar trim boards
(siding and pattern to be developed) are
available with small, tight knots or clear
for the ultimate in appearance, dimensional
stability and long-term paint adhesion.
Kiln dried clear cedar blocks Finger-jointed
and edge glued together for maximum
performance.
Naturally resistant Cedar naturally resists
rot and termites. High quality exterior
adhesives bind the product during production.
Finger-jointed and edge-glued For optimal
exterior applications and performance and
will minimize warp, cup and twist.
Fit and finish Reversible boards that are
sanded between coats on the smooth side
to give you the best option of smooth or
textured aesthetics desired for your project.
Factory applied coating PPG MachineApplied Coatings® acrylic primer with
mildewcide. Ultra-low VOC. Silica- and
HAPs-free for smart environmental
consideration. Applied in controlled
environment.
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LEED Points Boards are produced in a
factory controlled environment with a low
VOC two-coat primer system that qualifies
for LEED Points.
Primed on all sides The first coat is an
absorbing tannin blocking primer and
the second coat is a highly durable and
effective top coat of PPG acrylic primer
to create a protected and appealing finish
on all sides.
Product offering Available in a full line
of siding, pattern and trim profiles.
One location Milling, priming, packaging,
and shipping all takes place at our Thornton,
CA facility.
Warranty 25-year warranty against rot &
termite damage. Warranty to be developed
to match industry leading warranty.

